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ABSTRACT: OBJECTIVE: we are presenting a rare case of cavernous haemangioma of parapharyngeal space. CASE REPORT: 30 years old female presented with two non-reducible, compressible, soft swelling in neck and on posterolateral wall of right side of oropharynx. On examination we found a bluish colour swelling present on oropharynx. USG shows 11×25×32 mm well defined lesion present on neck along with another soft swelling present in submandibular region. Patient was explained regarding the further investigation and treatment but she did not turn up. CONCLUSION: cavernous haemangioma should be considered in the differential diagnosis of a parapharyngeal mass. It may also extend to anterior triangle of neck.
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INTRODUCTION: The parapharyngeal space is an inverted pyramidal shaped space. Its base is situated at the base of skull (Petrous part of temporal bone) and apex is at greater cornu of hyoid. It is bounded medially by the lateral wall of the nasopharynx and oropharynx, posterolaterally it is related to the deep lobe of the parotid gland anterolaterally to the ramus of mandible. Inferiorly it descends into the neck medial to the carotid sheath. Posterosuperiorly it communicates with infratemporal fossa. Parapharyngeal space is of special importance for several reasons like complex anatomy, its close proximity to vital anatomical structures and the various complex surgical approaches. Whatever pathological process involves this space there is the potential for spread to the skull base or the upper mediastinum.

Cavernous hemangioma are vascular malformation formed by abnormal dilation of venous blood vessels, gives rise to soft spongy bluish swelling, which is compressible and can be emptied by pressure but reappears on release of pressure.

We present here a female patient with a cavernous haemangioma of the parapharyngeal space, which had extended into the deep spaces of the neck.

CASE REPORT: A 30-year-old female presented with 2 years history of two small swelling on the right side of the neck and one smooth swelling in throat which are slowly increasing in size. She did not have any other symptoms.

Examination of her oral cavity and oropharynx showed a bluish coloured swelling in right posterolateral pharyngeal wall. Swelling was soft compressible but not reducible (Figure-1). There were two soft swelling in right side of neck one in jugulodiagastric area which was 3×2 cm in size another in omohyoid area of 4×2 cm in size. Swellings were compressible, non-pulsatile extending beneath the sternocleidomastoid muscle and no bruit was heard over it (figure-2). No other abnormalities were present on ENT or General examination. She underwent panendoscopy her chest X-ray was clear and the full blood count was normal.
Fine needle aspiration cytology from the right neck swelling produced a blood aspirate. High resolution USG of neck shows a well-defined 11×25×32 mm well defined lesion with multiple seprigenous channel in it is seen anterior to right lobe of thyroid medial to right sternoclediomastoid muscle, another swelling seen deep in the right submandibular region at the floor of oral cavity these lesion exhibit flow on CDFI, accentuated by vulsulva maneuver (Figure 3). Rest structures were normal.

The patient was explained for further investigation and treatment. She did not turn up.

DISCUSSION: The parapharyngeal space is a potential space formed within fascial layers of the lateral upper neck. Its medial boundary is the lateral wall of the pharynx and posterolaterally it is related to the deep lobe of the parotid gland. Inferiorly it descends into the neck medial to the carotid sheath. Postero superiorly it communicates with infra temporal fossa. Various infective and neoplastic disease processes have been reported to occur in the parapharyngeal space.

Primary neoplasms found in the parapharyngeal space may originate from minor salivary gland tissue, the deep lobe of the parotid gland, glomus bodies, lymphoid tissue and nervous tissue. Haemangiomas are hamartomas rather than true neoplasms as they are generally composed of vascular spaces arising from endothelial cells and not by incorporation of nearby vascular channels. Watson and McCarthy[1] reported that 56% of all haemangiomas were seen to occur in the head and neck region and were noted to be mostly of congenital origin with 85% seen in newborns and first year infants, in a series of 1363 cases. They are not commonly seen in adults. Cavernous haemangiomas are typically subcutaneous and can occur as a mixed variety with capillary component. The capillary cavernous haemangioma (mixed) is considered more common than the pure cavernous form (Blackfeld).[2] Haemangioma in the parotid gland (Robertson),[3] intramuscular haemangioma (Chatrath)[4] have been reported in the literature. Ueda masaru et al,[5] reported a case of cavernous haemangioma of parapharyngeal space. Kale US et al)[6] reported, cavernous haemangioma appear as soft, compressible lesions with indistinct boundaries. They may be complicated by infection. Similar behaviour in a case of intramuscular haemangioma over the maxilla presenting as recurrent painful swelling, responding each time to antibiotic, has been reported by (Chatrath et al).[4]

This is in accord with the findings reported by (Rossiter et al)[7], with intramuscular haemangioma where it was found that fine needle aspiration cytology results in misdiagnosis due to an excessively bloody specimen.

The MRI Scan gave an intermediate signal on T1 weighted images with a high signal on T2 and STIR sequences and was more helpful than CT Scanning. This was shown by Itoh et al,[8] whose study reports that MRI clearly demonstrates haemangioma with good contrast between lesion and normal tissues while CT does not allow differentiation between these lesions and the surrounding normal tissues. According to Asperstrand and Kolbenstvedt,[9] MRI is superior to CT and far better than angiography in delineating cavernous haemangiomas. One more interesting radiological investigation to be mentioned here is the role of sonography. Yang et al,[10] mention that when performing sonography on soft tissue masses in the head and neck, the presence of colour Doppler signal in a well-defined hypoechoic mass with heterogeneous echotexture should raise the possibility of a haemangioma. Perfusion and blood pool scintigraphy has been demonstrated to have high sensitivity for detecting head and neck haemangiomas and can also differentiate between cavernous
and venous haemangioma. (Murata et al.)[11] Doppler sonography could not differentiate between cystic lymphangioma and large-vessel haemangioma. The intravenous echo-enhancing contrast agent Levovist was administered, and a significant echo-enhancing effect on colour and power Doppler imaging was demonstrated (Yi-Hong Chou, et al.),[12]

Cavernous haemangioma in the head and neck region is best treated by complete surgical excision when feasible. (Poe and Blair).[13] Various other treatment options for haemangiomas including systemic steroids (Edgerton)[14] intralesional injections of steroids (Kushner)[15] or sclerosing agents, laser surgery (Waver et al.),[16] and ionising radiation (Nordberg and Sandberg)[17] have been reported with variable results. Pre-operative embolisation may reduce the per-operative bleeding. Hashimoto et al.[18] reported that super selective therapeutic embolisation not followed by surgery is the treatment of choice for the vascular lesions of the head and neck. Therapeutic coagulation induced in cavernous haemangiomas by the use of percutaneous copper needles has also been shown to be effective treatment. (Li).[19] In our case there is persisting swelling lateral wall of oropharynx extending to anterior triangle of neck medial to sternocleidomastoid muscle. USG shows that these swelling exhibit slow flow on CDFI, accentuated by valsulva manoeuvre.

**SUMMARY:** This case presentation illustrates that cavernous haemangioma should be considered in the differential diagnosis of a parapharyngeal mass. It may extend to anterior triangle of neck. USG with colour Doppler is a useful diagnostic tool, To confirm the diagnosis MRI still provide better delineate than CT, between haemangima and normal tissue.
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